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Abstract

The isotopic compositions of ruthenium (Ru) are measured from presolar silicon carbide (SiC) grains. In a popular
scenario, the presolar SiC grains formed in the outskirt of an asymptotic giant branch (AGB) star, left the star as a
stellar wind, and joined the presolar molecular cloud from which the solar system formed. The Ru isotopes formed
inside the star, moved to the stellar surface during the AGB phase, and were locked into the SiC grains. Following
this scenario, we analyze the Nucleosynthesis Grid (NuGrid) data, which provide the abundances of the Ru
isotopes in the stellar wind for a set of stars in a wide range of initial masses and metallicities. We apply the C>O
(carbon abundance larger than the oxygen abundance) condition, which is commonly adopted for the condition of
the SiC formation in the stellar wind. The NuGrid data confirm that SiC grains do not form in the winds of massive
stars. The isotopic compositions of Ru in the winds of low-mass stars can explain the measurements. We find that
lower-mass stars (1.65M☉ and 2M☉) with low metallicity (Z= 0.0001) can explain most of the measured isotopic
compositions of Ru. We confirm that the abundance of 99 Ru inside the presolar grain includes the contribution
from the in situ decay of 99 Tc. We also verify our conclusion by comparing the isotopic compositions of Ru
integrated over all the pulses with those calculated at individual pulses.

Unified Astronomy Thesaurus concepts: Stellar nucleosynthesis (1616); S-process (1419); Solar system
formation (1530)

Supporting material: figure set

1. Introduction

Our solar system, or a planetary system in general, formed from
a molecular cloud that collapsed due to its own gravity. The
molecular cloud from which the solar system formed was under
the influence of its environment. In particular, its grain (or dust)
contents were affected by the stardusts that were produced in the
nearby stellar winds. The grains in the molecular cloud could
affect the evolution of the solar system such as the formation of
meteorites and terrestrial planets (Huss 1988). Some of the grains
that existed when the solar system formed can be found even at
the present time because they have been able to survive the
destruction process during the history of the solar system. These
surviving grains, often called presolar grains, are found within
meteorites (Lodders & Amari 2005) and provide information on
the early times of the solar system by answering questions like
“Under what environment did the solar system form?”

More accurately, the elemental abundances that presolar grains
contain provide constraints on the environments of the presolar
system. In particular, relative abundances of isotopes, commonly
called isotopic compositions, can be used to differentiate the
effects of various environments such as stellar winds at various
stages during the stellar evolution, novae, and supernovae (SNe).
The isotopic compositions are also known to be affected by
different types of nuclear reactions such as s-, r-, and p-processes,
depending on the environments. From the isotopic compositions
measured within presolar grains, previous studies revealed that
various types of presolar grains could form in various environ-
ments. For example, Zinner (1998) summarized that diamond,
silicon carbide (SiC), graphite, corundum, and silicon nitride

showed stellar origins such as red giant and asymptotic giant
branch (AGB) stars while evidence for a SN origin could be found
in diamond, low-density graphite, and silicon nitride, and a
subgroup of SiC. Novae were also found to be a source of presolar
grains (Amari et al. 2001), but this discovery was disputed by
Nittler & Hoppe (2005), who claimed that SNe were the source.
In this work, we revisit the isotopic compositions of ruthenium

(Ru) measured within the presolar SiC grains (Savina et al. 2004)
by using the publicly available abundance data of the Nucleo-
synthesis Grid (NuGrid) project (Pignatari et al. 2016; Ritter et al.
2018). In the previous work of Savina et al. (2004), the measured
isotopic compositions of Ru were compared with those calculated
with the Frascati Raphson–Newton Evolutionary Code (FRANEC)
and the Torino s-process post-processing code (Straniero et al.
1997; Gallino et al. 1998), which were also used to calculate the
isotopic compositions of other s-process elements such as Sr, Zr,
Mo, and Ba (Lugaro et al. 2003). The previous work confirmed
that the s-process isotopes of Ru (99Ru, 100Ru, 101Ru, and 102Ru)
found inside the SiC grains originated from AGB stars although
the in situ decay of 99Tc, a short-lived radionuclide (SLR), must be
taken into account for the abundance of 99Ru. Since the NuGrid
project covers a wider range of initial stellar masses and
metallicities than the models considered in the previous study, it
is worth checking whether the same conclusion can be drawn from
a larger number of samples. An additional advantage of using the
NuGrid data comes from the fact that the relevant physics for the
stellar evolution, which is often determined by choosing
parameters in the code, can be handled more systematically. We
note that in the models of the previous study, the amounts of Ru
isotopes varied with the size of the 13C pocket, which was chosen
as a free parameter while the mass and the metallicity were fixed.
Previous works assumed a common scenario in order to explain

the isotopic compositions of Ru (and other s-process elements)
contained within presolar SiC grains. In this scenario, SiC grains
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form during the AGB phase, often including the later thermal
pulse (TP) phase, and the isotopes of Ru (and other s-process
elements) are locked up into the SiC grains (e.g., Lugaro et al.
2003, and references therein). During the AGB phase, convection
occurring on top of the carbon–oxygen (CO) core delivers carbon
to the stellar surface, which is often called third dredge-up (TDU).
The increase in the carbon abundance near the surface provides
better environments for the formation of SiC (and possibly other
grains containing carbon) because molecules and grains are likely
to form in the outskirts of an AGB star, i.e., an expanding surface/
envelope during the (TP) AGB phase. In our work presented in
this paper, we also take into account the same, currently accepted
scenario and apply the C>O constraint (i.e., the carbon abun-
dance larger than the oxygen abundance), which is commonly
adopted for the condition of the SiC formation.

This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we
briefly describe the NuGrid project. Section 3 presents the
isotopic compositions of Ru calculated from the selected
NuGrid data sets. Our conclusion is in Section 4.

2. Method: NuGrid Project

Stellar yields play important roles in many astronomical
phenomena like the galactic chemical evolution and the NuGrid
project aimed to estimate stellar yields for elemental abundances,
in particular, those of heavy nuclei, which are produced by
stars (Ritter et al. 2018). Various sources for the stellar yields,
stellar winds, planetary nebulae (PNe), and supernova (SN)
explosions, were included in the NuGrid project. Another goal of
the NuGrid project was to identify uncertainties in nuclear
reactions that affect the stellar yields by analyzing simulation data
in comparison with measurements. In order to achieve these goals,
the NuGrid project used a post-processing nucleosynthesis
method based upon a 1D stellar evolution code, Modules for
Experiments in Stellar Astrophysics (MESA; Paxton et al. 2011,
in particular, revision 3709). MESA first calculated stellar
evolution using so-called basic nuclear reaction networks (e.g.,
abb.net, agbtomassive.net, and approx21.net) which included the
reactions contributing to most thermonuclear energy inside a star
such as p-p chain, CNO cycles, triple-α, and α-capture. Then, a
post-processing code, called “mppnp”, calculated the updates of
the elemental abundances by performing all relevant nuclear
reactions at each time cycle, which were determined in the first
step (Pignatari et al. 2016). Because the nuclear reactions relevant
to the elemental abundances of heavy elements do not contribute
to the total thermonuclear energy as much as those in the basic
networks do, the errors for the elemental abundances obtained by
this post-processing calculation are small when compared with the
results obtained with the fully self-consistent calculation that
evolves a star with the full reactions during the whole lifetime.
The advantage of using this post-processing nucleosynthesis
method is obvious: it saves a large amount of computing time.
The mppnp code traces the elemental abundances up to Bi.

For our current work, we use the data in the NuGrid data release
set1 and set1ext (Pignatari et al. 2016; Ritter et al. 2018), which are
publicly available at the NuGrid website (https://nugrid.github.io).1

In these data sets, the results for the elemental abundances are
available with the following initial conditions of mass and
metallicity: MZAMS= 1M☉, 1.65M☉, 2M☉, 3M☉, 4M☉,
5M☉, 6M☉, 7M☉, 12M☉, 15M☉, 20M☉, 25M☉ and
Z= 0.02, 0.01, 0.006, 0.001, 0.0001. Following convention,
stars up to 7M☉ and those from 12M☉ and larger are
categorized as low-mass stars and massive stars, respectively.
In the NuGrid project, stellar yields are calculated from

stellar winds (both for low-mass and massive stars), PNe (only
for low-mass stars), and SN explosions (only for massive stars).
However, the current work focuses on the stellar yields
produced only by the stellar winds because Ru isotopes inside
presolar SiC grains are assumed to be produced in the scenario
mentioned in the previous section. Therefore, we search for the
C>O condition in the stellar wind under which SiC grains are
assumed to form. We obtain the isotopic compositions of Ru
under the C>O condition by analyzing the raw data in the
NuGrid database, which are provided in the format of h5 files.
In these data, all elemental abundances, including those of C,
O, and Ru isotopes, which are lost from the star as a part of the
stellar wind, are given as a function of the stellar age. Figure 1
shows an example for a low-mass star. In this figure, we
indicate an epoch during which the C>O condition is
satisfied, and this epoch corresponds to a part of the TP/
TDU phase. In low-mass stars, TP is caused by the explosive
He burning in the He intershell, which exists between the C/O
core and H envelope. TDU is driven by TP. During TDU, the
materials contained in the He intershell, such as C and Ru
isotopes, are delivered to the stellar surface through the
convective H envelope, and then they are lost as stellar wind. In
the He intershell, s-process elements form by taking neutrons
produced via the 13C(α, n)16O reaction. The 13C pocket, which
is required to produce s-process elements like Ru isotopes in
consideration, also forms in the He intershell. A very steep
spike near the end of the evolution in the left panel of Figure 1
corresponds the beginning of TP/TDU. Note that production of
different Ru isotopes (and 99Tc) varies pulse to pulse even
when the same C>O condition is satisfied, which is seen in
the right panel of Figure 1.
From the NuGrid data, the stellar yields produced by the

stellar winds are generally calculated as

Y M t X t dt, 1i i
wind

0
( ) ( ) ( )ò=

t

where τ is the final age of the star, i.e., the time just before PN
for the low-mass star and the SN explosion (also called
presupernova) for the massive star, and M t( ) and Xi(t) are the
mass-loss rate and the mass fraction of a specific isotope
(indicated as the ith isotope), respectively, at time t. The
subscript i in Y and X indicates the same ith isotope. Because
we apply the C>O condition in this work, we calculate the
yield of each Ru isotope in consideration only during the epoch
in which the C>O condition is satisfied. As mentioned above,
in low-mass stars, the relative amounts of Ru isotopes (and
99Tc) change pulse to pulse during the TP/TDU phase, which
can affect the isotopic composition of Ru. For this reason, we
calculated two stellar yields for low-mass stars: one integrated
over all of the pulses and the other at each pulse, having the
C>O condition still applied. As a result, two different isotopic
compositions of Ru were calculated from these two yields,

1 A more recent data set of the NuGrid project is also available (Battino et al.
2019, 2021). The updated results were obtained using an updated convective
boundary mixing model, which lead to the formation of a 13C pocket three
times wider in comparison with the one formed in the previous set of models.
However, because the updated results were calculated for a smaller set of initial
masses and metallicities (MZAMS = 2 M☉, 3 M☉ and Z = 0.03, 0.02, 0.01,
0.001, 0.002), we do not include them in our current work.
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respectively. We present and compare both isotopic composi-
tions of Ru for the low-mass stars in the next section.

3. Results

We compare the isotopic compositions of Ru obtained from
the NuGrid project with the measured ones by using the δ
notation which is commonly used in this field of study.
Because 100Ru is produced only by the s-process, it is useful to
apply the δ notation to other Ru isotopes with respect to 100Ru
as

Ru ‰ 1000 1 , 2x

Ru

Ru grain model

Ru

Ru solar

x

x

100

100

⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥

( )
( )( ) ( )d = ´ -

where grain/model and solar indicate that the abundance of
each isotope is measured or obtained from the grain/model and
the Sun, respectively. Note that the same δ notation was used in
Savina et al. (2004), who compared their measured isotopic
compositions of Ru within the presolar SiC grains (i.e., the
grain δ xRu) with predictions of a model that changes the size of
the 13C pocket within the same low-mass star. We use the same
δ xRu for the grain (i.e., measured) part as in Savina et al.
(2004) and compare it with the model δ xRu obtained from the
NuGrid data. More specifically, the comparison is made on the
basis of correlation between two different values of δ xRu,
which are calculated with two different isotopes indicated with
two different values for x.

As mentioned in the previous section, the NuGrid δ xRu is
calculated from two different stellar yields of Ru isotopes: one
from the entire lifetime and the other from individual pulses
during the TP/TDU phase for low-mass stars. In both cases, we
applied the same C>O condition. We first blindly searched for
the C>O condition in the stellar winds in all NuGrid data sets,
including massive stars. As expected, we did not find any case
to satisfy the condition in the massive stars, regardless of the
metallicity, for the entire lifetime. As a result, we present the
results obtained only from low-mass stars in this section. In
case of low-mass stars, we found that all the epochs that satisfy
the C>O condition were a fraction of the TP/TDU phase. The

next two subsections present the NuGrid δ xRu calculated for
the entire lifetime (or integrated over all the pulses) and at
individual pulses during TP/TDU, respectively. We also
compare these two results and give some discussions on them.

3.1. Entire Lifetime

The results obtained for the entire lifetime are shown in
Figures 2–4. First of all, we need to mention that some low-
mass stars in the NuGrid data sets do not satisfy the C>O
condition even when the condition is searched for during the
entire lifetime. It has been generally known that low-mass stars
within a mass range of 1M☉ to 8M☉ go through the AGB
phase, including TP and TDU, and the abundance patterns of
the Ru isotopes in all of the 40 sets confirm this, i.e., that all the
low-mass stars in the NuGrid data show the AGB features.
However, as shown in Table 1, out of 40 sets of low-mass stars
(eight different initial masses times five different initial
metallicities), only 25 sets satisfy the C>O condition. For
lower-mass stars such as 1M☉ and 1.65M☉, the C>O
condition is not met for high metallicity (Z= 0.02). Similarly,
for upper-mass stars such as 5M☉, 6M☉, and 7M☉, the C>O
condition is met only for low metallicities: Z= 0.001 and
0.0001 for 5M☉ and 7M☉, and Z= 0.0001 for 6M☉. In case of
2M☉, 3M☉, and 4M☉, the C>O condition is satisfied for all
values of metallicity. We emphasize that the C>O condition is
satisfied during the TP/TDU phase in all 25 sets. We also note
that during TP/TDU, abundances of Ru isotopes in the stellar
wind as a function of time also show pulse-like shapes, as
shown in Figure 1.
From Figures 2 to 4, we find that although some outliers

exist, the NuGrid results generally show linear correlations
between δ99,101,102Ru and δ104Ru, which were also seen in the
predictions from the 13C pocket model (Straniero et al. 1997;
Gallino et al. 1998) in the previous study (Savina et al. 2004).
We emphasize that the NuGrid results are obtained with a
wider range of masses and metallicities for low-mass stars
while the predictions of the 13C pocket model come from a
single mass and metallicity (with the size of the 13C pocket
varied). Because similar linear correlations seem to exist
between δ99,101,102Ru and δ104Ru, which are calculated from
the measured Ru isotopes within the presolar SiC grains, both

Figure 1. Abundances of Ru isotopes and 99Tc in the stellar wind as a function of stellar age for a low-mass star with M = 3 M☉ and Z = 0.0001. The abundances in
the y-axes are presented in units of solar mass. The left panel shows a full evolution in a logarithmic scale while the right panel is zoomed in near the end of the
evolution in a linear scale. The yellow region in the right panel corresponds to an epoch in which the C > O condition is satisfied. The step-like increase in the
abundance indicates the TP features.
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the NuGrid results obtained from the low-mass stars and the
predictions from the 13C pocket model can explain the
measurements. However, the NuGrid results are more capable
than the 13C pocket model. Because each NuGrid data point in
the δ99,101,102Ru–δ104Ru plot in Figures 2 to 4 is calculated
from a specific set of mass and metallicity, the environment for
the measurement data point can be differentiated with the
NuGrid results. For example, in all three plots in Figures 2 to 4,
two NuGrid data points, orange and yellow pentagons, which
are obtained from Z= 0.0001 with 1.65M☉ and 2M☉,
respectively, are located closely to the region where most of
measurement data points are clustered. This could imply that
Population II stars affected the environment of the presolar
system.

From the NuGrid data which cover a wide range of
metallicities, a trend of δ xRu can be claimed to exist as a
function of metallicity as follows. For a given (same) initial
mass, the absolute value of δ xRu increases as metallicity
decreases; for example, in case of M= 2M☉ (yellow), symbols
are put in order of square (Z= 0.02), inverted triangle
(Z= 0.01), diamond (Z= 0.006), star (Z= 0.001), and penta-
gon (Z= 0.0001), from upper right to lower left, in Figures 2 to
4. The exception for this trend is found between Z= 0.02
(green square) and 0.01 (green inverted triangle) for 3M☉ and
between the same metallicities (blue square and blue inverted
triangle) for 4M☉. Note that the results for 1M☉ do not show

any feature of this trend; four red symbols (no red square) are
randomly spread out in the plots.
Figure 2 confirms the previous result of Savina et al. (2004)

for 99Ru with the NuGrid data; the contribution of 99Tc, an
SLR, which decays to 99Ru in situ, is required to explain the
discrepancy between the measurements and the predictions for
99Ru. However, the contribution of 99Tc seems more prominent
in the NuGrid results than in the 13C pocket model; the gaps
between the open and filled color symbols, which represent the
NuGrid results, are larger than those between the open black
triangles and circles, which represent the results of the 13C
pocket model, although the gaps in both results have a similar
trend such that they increase from the origin to the bottom left
corner. Closer examination of the NuGrid results, which cover
a wider range of initial masses and metallicities than the 13C
pocket model, reveals that the contribution of 99Tc decreases as
the metallicity increases, regardless of the mass, although an
exception for this trend is found for 1M☉. Because the results
of the 13C pocket model also show that the contribution of 99Tc
decreases as the size of the 13C pocket decreases, one can
speculate that metallicity affects the size of the 13C pocket in
such a way that the pocket size decreases as the metallicity
increases for the same stellar mass. This speculation could be
verified by a more detailed examination of the stellar evolution
results, which is beyond the scope of the current work.
Finally, we make a comment on overshooting which may

affect the size of the 13C pocket and the corresponding

Figure 2. δ99Ru versus δ104Ru. δ xRu is defined in Equation (2). Black filled circles with error bars are from the measured abundances of Ru isotopes within the
presolar SiC grains (Savina et al. 2004). Open black circles are predictions from the FRANEC model with the Torino s-process code (Straniero et al. 1997; Gallino
et al. 1998) in which the size of the 13C pocket varies inside the same low-mass star with 1.5 M☉. The size of the

13C pocket increases from the top right to the bottom
left in all three panels. A detailed description on the comparison between the measurements and the predictions of the 13C pocket model can be found in Savina et al.
(2004). The results obtained from the NuGrid data are presented with different colors and symbols that correspond to different initial masses and metallicities,
respectively. We apply the C > O condition to the NuGrid data during the entire lifetime. See the text for more details on how this condition applies. Open black
triangles are the predictions from the 13C pocket model, including the in situ decay of 99Tc to 99Ru. We present the NuGrid results in a similar fashion by using open
color symbols only for 99Ru and filled color symbols for the results that include the contribution of the in situ decay of 99Tc to 99Ru.
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elemental abundances. MESA adopts a convective boundary
mixing model which is related to overshooting (Herwig et al.
1997). The presence of overshooting can change the hydrogen

distribution around the He intershell (Maeder 1976) and the
amount of the He shell (Montalbán et al. 2013). The TDU can
be enhanced with the presence of overshooting (Herwig 2000).

Figure 3. δ101Ru versus δ104Ru. Symbols and colors are the same as in Figure 2 except the contribution of 99Tc, which is relevant only for 99Ru.

Figure 4. δ102Ru versus δ104Ru. Symbols and colors are the same as in Figure 2 except the contribution of 99Tc, which is relevant only for 99Ru.
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Because the size of the 13C pocket depends on TDU, the
presence of overshooting can also affect the chemical
composition in the stellar evolution, in particular, the s-process
nuclei. As mentioned earlier, new NuGrid data sets, which
were obtained by using an updated convective boundary
mixing model, were released recently, and the size of the 13C
pocket was found to increase with the updated treatment of
overshooting (Battino et al. 2019, 2021). Although the new
NuGrid data covered a relatively smaller range of initial masses
and metallicities than the data that we use for the current study,

the new data were compared with the isotopic compositions of
four s-process elements (Sr, Ba, Zr, and Mo) measured from
the presolar SiC grains. We plan to compare the isotopic
compositions of Ru obtained from the new NuGrid data with
those measured from the SiC grains. It is also useful to compare
the isotopic compositions of s-process elements obtained from
different NuGrid data sets, the new data, and the data that we
use. The comparison will be able to further reveal the effect of
convective boundary mixing (or overshooting) on the abun-
dances of s-process elements.

Table 1
Low-mass Stars in the NuGrid Data Sets

Metallicity Mass C > O Pulse Number Number Location
(Z) (M☉) (Y/N) Type of Pulsesa of 90% Pulsesb of 90% Pulsesc

0.02 1 N
1.65 N
2 Y I 5 3 3 − 5
3 Y I 11 7 5 − 11
4 Y I 5 4 2 − 5
5 N
6 N
7 N

0.01 1 N
1.65 Y I 4 2 3 − 4
2 Y I 7 4 4 − 7
3 Y I 9 5 5 − 9
4 Y I 10 5 6 − 10
5 N
6 N
7 N

0.006 1 N
1.65 Y I 4 3 2 − 4
2 Y I 9 4 5 − 9
3 Y I 6 2 5 − 6
4 Y I 1 1 1
5 N
6 N
7 N

0.001 1 N
1.65 Y I 13 4 10 − 13
2 Y I 12 5 8 − 12
3 Y I 7 2 6 − 7
4 Y I 5 2 4 − 5
5 Y I 4 3 2 − 4
6 N
7 Y II 1 1 1

0.0001 1 Y I 2 1 2
1.65 Y I 11 4 8 − 11
2 Y I 11 3 9 − 11
3 Y I 10 3 8 − 10
4 Y I 8 1 8
5 Y I 12 6 7 − 12
6 Y I 20 12 9 − 20
7 Y II 1 1 1

Notes.
a Number of pulses that satisfy the C > O condition.
b Number of pulses within which 90% of the total abundances are contained. The 90% of the total abundances of individual Ru isotopes vary from isotope to isotope
as their total abundances in the total pulses that satisfy the C > O condition do. We counted the number of pulses that contain 90% of the total abundances of all Ru
isotopes considered in this work. As a result, more than 90% of the total abundances of some Ru isotopes are contained in these pulses.
c Location of pulses that contain 90% of the total abundances. We located each pulse that satisfies the C > O condition by assigning a set of increasing integer
numbers to pulses in chronological order. See the right panels of Figures 5 and 6.
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3.2. Individual Pulses

The results presented in the previous subsection reveal limited
pieces of information on the isotopic compositions of Ru in such
a way that the yields are obtained first by summing over many
pulses and then values of δ xRu are calculated over the integrated
yields. The values of δ xRu calculated in this way represent
weighted averages of all grains, with weights corresponding to
the amount of grain production occurring during any particular
pulse. However, individual grains form during individual pulses.
For example, as mentioned before, the TP/TDU phase for the
star in Figure 1 lasts for ∼105 yr, but grains form quasi-
continuously during that period and the Ru isotopic composition
is changing throughout the period. Thus, one expects the total
output of a star to be an ensemble of grains with varying isotopic
compositions corresponding to their times of formation along the
evolutionary track of the star. For this reason, in this subsection,
we present the isotopic compositions of Ru at individual pulses.
In particular, we investigate the correlations between values of
δ xRu with different values of x, which are calculated at
individual pulses. We also compare the results obtained at
individual pulses to those in the previous section which were
obtained by integrating over all the pulses.

As Table 1 shows, among 40 sets of low-mass stars in the
NuGrid data, 25 sets have at least one pulse that satisfies the
C>O condition during TP/TDU. First of all, we examine the
overall shape of the pulses for the 25 sets, in particular, the
abundances of individual Ru isotopes as a function of time as
shown in the right panel of Figure 1. The examination reveals
that two different types, Type I or II, can be distinguished. In
Type I, the abundances generally increase until the end of TP/
TDU, while a large peak, which satisfies the C>O condition,
exists in early times in Type II. Figures 5 and 6(a) show an
example of Type I and II, respectively.2 Table 1 shows which

type each of 25 sets belongs to. Note that only two out of 25
sets show the Type II pulse shape. We also find that regardless
of the metallicity, the abundance patterns of the Ru isotopes in
all the sets with M= 7M☉ look similar to Type II. This implies
that the largest mass (M= 7M☉) among the low-mass stars in
the NuGrid data goes through a qualitatively different evolution
during the AGB phase, which may be caused by the carbon
burning in the core. We identify each pulse in each set by
assigning integer numbers to pulses as shown in the right
panels of Figures 5 and 6(a). For each pulse, we calculate
δ102Ru and δ104Ru, and plot them together in the left panels of
Figures 5 and 6(a).
In case of Type II, the results obtained in this subsection are

identical to those in the previous section simply because only a
single pulse at early time can satisfy the C>O condition. In
contrast, in case of Type I, isotopic compositions of Ru vary
pulse to pulse, depending on the pulse shape, although
variation is not random. First of all, we can observe that the
linear correlation between two values of δ xRu is still valid even
if the isotopic compositions of Ru are calculated at individual
pulses (for a given low-mass star). Furthermore, the absolute
value of δ xRu increases with time, i.e., with the pulse number.
Because the size of the 13C pocket increases as the absolute
value of δ xRu increases, it can be speculated that the size of the
13C pocket also increases with time during the TP/TDU phase
in the MESA simulations from which the NuGrid data were
calculated. Detailed investigation of this speculation, however,
is beyond the scope of the current work.
In almost all of the cases of Type I (the only exception is the

set with Z= 0.0001 and M= 6M☉), the amplitude of the pulse
(or the abundance of each Ru isotope) increases with time. Due
to this time behavior of the pulses, the isotopic compositions of
Ru calculated over the all of the pulses do not deviate much
from those calculated at individual pulses at later times, which
contain more abundant Ru isotopes. As shown in Figure 5 and

Figure 5. Left panel: δ102Ru versus δ104Ru for a low-mass star with Z=0.02 and M = 2 M☉. Filled and open circles represent the same quantities as in Figure 4.
Triangles are calculated from the abundances at individual pulses. The number on each triangle corresponds to each pulse in the right panel. Filled triangles, combined,
contain 90% of the total abundances, more accurately, at least 90% of the total abundances of 99Ru, 100Ru, 101Ru, 102Ru, and 104Ru, which are contained in all the
pulses under the C > O condition (see the caption in Table 1). The red square is calculated from the total abundances, summed over all the pulses that satisfy the
C > O condition. Note that this data point (red square) is identical to the yellow square in Figure 4. Right panel: abundances of Ru isotopes as a function of time. As in
Figure 1, the region that satisfies the C > O condition is shaded with yellow and the y-axis is in units of solar mass. We assign the integer numbers to pulses in
chronological order. The complete figure set (23 images) is available in the online journal.

(The complete figure set (23 images) is available.)

2 Similar figures for all 25 sets can be found online.
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other online figures of the Type I sets, the red squares (data
points calculated from the entire lifetime) are close to the filled
triangles (data points calculated from the pulses containing
90% of the total abundances). This finding implies that the
results in the previous section can be representative isotopic
compositions of Ru predicted from the NuGrid data. It is
because predicted isotopic compositions of Ru are more likely
to be these values under the assumption that isotopic
compositions of Ru calculated with more abundant Ru isotopes
are more likely to be found or observed. In particular, for the
two special sets of the NuGrid data, which are closer to most
measurements as mentioned in the previous section, the
isotopic compositions of Ru calculated at individual pulses
that contain 90% of the total abundances are very close to those
summed over the entire pulses; see the online figures of
Figure 5 with Z= 0.0001 and M= 1.65M☉ and with
Z= 0.0001 and M= 2M☉, respectively.

4. Conclusion

We obtain the isotopic compositions of Ru by analyzing the
NuGrid data and compare them with those measured from the
presolar SiC grains. In this work, we assume a scenario which
is commonly adopted to explain the isotopes of Ru and other
s-process elements found inside the presolar SiC grains. In this
scenario, SiC grains form in the outskirts of a star when the
carbon abundance is larger than the oxygen abundance (C>O)
where they leave the star as a part of the stellar wind, and reach
the presolar molecular cloud. The Ru isotopes form in the He
intershell between the C/O core and the H envelope, move to
the surface of the star during TP/TDU, and then are locked up
into the SiC grains. Following this scenario, we first identify
when the C>O condition is satisfied in the stellar wind in the
NuGrid data sets, which cover a wide range of initial stellar
masses and metallicities. The NuGrid data confirm that the
C>O condition required for the SiC grain formation is not

Figure 6. (a) Left panel: δ102Ru versus δ104Ru for a low-mass star with Z = 0.001 and M = 7 M☉. Colors and symbols are the same as in Figure 5, except that the red
square here is identical to the brown star in Figure 4, where the brown star is overlapped with a brown pentagon. The blue triangle and the red square are identical to
each other in this plot because a single peak exists. The right panel is the same as in Figure 5. (b) Left panel: δ102Ru versus δ104Ru for a low-mass star with Z = 0.0001
and M = 7 M☉. Colors and symbols are the same as in Figure 5, except that the red square here is identical to the brown pentagon in Figure 4, where the brown
pentagon is overlapped with a brown star. The blue triangle and red square are identical to each other in this plot because a single peak exists. The right panel is the
same as in Figure 5.
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satisfied in the wind of any massive star, regardless of the
metallicity. In contrast, the C>O condition is satisfied in the
stellar winds of most of low-mass stars in the NuGrid data. We
calculate the stellar yield of each Ru isotope produced by the
stellar winds of the low-mass stars by applying the C>O
condition. From the stellar yield of each Ru isotope calculated
in this way, the isotopic compositions of Ru are obtained. We
find that the isotopic compositions of Ru calculated from the
NuGrid data can explain those measured from the presolar SiC
grains. Because the NuGrid data cover a wide range of initial
stellar masses and metallicities, the measured isotopic compo-
sitions of Ru can be differentiated with the initial masses and
the metallicities. We find that most of the measured isotopic
compositions of Ru can be explained better with lower-mass
stars (1.65M☉ and 2M☉) with low metallicity (Z= 0.0001)
than with other low-mass stars having different masses and
metallicities. The NuGrid data also confirm that the in situ
decay of 99Tc, an SLR, contributed to the abundance of 99Ru,
which was found in the previous study (Savina et al. 2004).

The conclusion mentioned above was drawn from the
isotopic compositions of Ru integrated over the entire lifetime
(or all the pulses during TP/TDU). Because some isotopic
compositions of Ru at individual pulses seem to vary
significantly from pulse to pulse, especially when multiple
pulses satisfy the C>O condition, it is necessary to confirm
whether the conclusion above is valid or not after investigating
the isotopic compositions of Ru calculated at individual pulses.
We find that the isotopic compositions of Ru integrated over all
the pulses, i.e., the ensembles average isotopic compositions
are reasonable representations which can be compared with
measurements because most Ru isotopes are contained in the
last few pulses and the isotopic compositions of Ru in these
pulses are close to those integrated over all of the pulses.

Alternative scenarios may also provide possible explanations
for the isotopic compositions of Ru and other elements
measured from the presolar grains. PNe and SNe have been
considered as those scenarios. Because the NuGrid data also
provide stellar yields produced by PNe and SNe, these
scenarios can be investigated with the NuGrid data. Further-
more, the NuGrid data that we use in the current study can be
compared with the isotopic compositions of other s-process
elements, such as Sr, Zr, Mo, and Ba, measured from the

presolar SiC grains although the comparison was made with the
new NuGrid data.
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